Online Educational Modules
We have recently added video presentations on the following topics:
  • The Seven Ages of Retirement
  • Some Basic Facts About Medicare
  • Social Security Basics
  • Basic Estate Planning Concepts
We have also added a paper titled *The Disposition of Inherited Art* to provide insights to artists’ heirs related to estate art. These videos and article can be accessed by selecting Educational Videos and Informed Writings in the Kaplan Learning Center at the SAI Website.

Featured Artists Program
Production planning for this new video project has begun and the selected artists are working with SAI to plan their videos. We expect to publish the videos in September. Learn More >>

Museum Video Program
The Delaware Art Museum and SAI have completed the first video now being shown as part of the Loper Tradition Exhibit. Two more videos are in production with a third about to begin. Learn More >>

Senior Artists Website Revisions
Our website continues to be updated with new information. We now have an Artists Video Theater containing links to all the new videos as they come online and giving access to the videos of artists who participated in the Inventory & Oral History Project from 1999 through 2018. Be sure to visit the sight periodically to see what has been added to the site. Copies of all Senior Artists Initiative News issues will be downloadable from that section of the website.

Copyright Information
We are planning to issue a primer on the topic of Copyright and the Visual Artists Right Act by mid summer. We will announce when it is available.

Support Senior Artists Initiative
SAI is an all volunteer organization and is supported by donations only. SAI incurs expenses for its website, video hosting provider, and for necessary equipment and supplies. Please consider making a donation to support Senior Artists Initiative. SAI is a 501(c)3 nonprofit so all contributions are tax deductible. Learn More & Donate>>

If you prefer to not receive Senior Artists Initiative News, please reply to this email with the word REMOVE in the subject line.